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PASSIONATE ABOUT TOILET SAFETY  

Elaine Jenkins (aka "Mom" and Best Friend)
Diagnosed with Myopathy in 2000 at age 64

Difficulty sitting, lifting, walking, and prone to falls

Could no longer use a toilet away from home (when visiting family and
friends, medical offices, public restrooms, and traveling) 

Embarassed, fearful, and frustrated

Too young to be isolated
Manufacturers of DME focused on aging-in-place products

Lesli Jenkins Wang (Daughter, Inventor, Manufacturer, Live-in Caregiver) 

Mom deserved better and so did others faced with the same challenges
Time for a career change!  
Leave a long career in commercial property management to become an
patented inventor/manufacturer of DME - Eek!!!
Awards:
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TAKE AWAY

As shown earlier, there is a significant market for toilet safety products.  Unfortunately, most products are designed for in-home use.  It
is very simple, actually.  If toilet safety is necessary inside the home, it will be just as important outside the home - very likely more
important!

No one should feel that they cannot leave home because they cannot perform the most basic act of daily living - using the toilet -
when visiting family, friends, attending medical appointments, in public restrooms, and when traveling.

By simply rolling the Free2Go Rollator over any height toilet, setting the brakes, lifting the padded seat to expose the commode seat,
one can safely and discreetly use a toilet in any restroom - at home ... and beyond.  

The Free2Go Rollator combines the benefits of a raised toilet seat, toilet safety frame, and rolling walker/rollator.  These 3:1 features
make it compact and ideal for travel.  A pouch is included on the under side of the padded seat to store disinfectant wipes to keep the
Free2Go Rollator clean, and a cover for the commode seat is now available to make is more discreet when folded.

RESTORING DIGNITY AND INDEPENDENCE




